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The Service Oriented
Host (SOH):

Your Mainframe Can Participate in the
New Services-driven Environment,

Just Don’t Take Short-Cuts on
the Road to Reusability

By  R o n  Nun a n

INTRODUCTION

There is a lot of excitement around the service-oriented architecture
(SOA), but also a lot of frustration in the glass house. Beginning with
Web Services, mainframes are under attack by lines of business that
want to extend critical host data and applications out to known and
unknown user groups. Beyond the security threats involved with
enabling wider mainframe access (addressed in Technical Support
Magazine, June 2004), there is the issue of how to “transactionalize”
your mainframe in the first place. This is much easier said then done.
This article explores some of the methods for moving your mainframe
safely toward participation in the SOA. The focus will be on the merits
of different approaches as they relate to the nature of your host
applications and the goals of your enterprise.

Conventional wisdom tells us to beware of three-letter-acronym
buzzwords. There is always a flavor of the day—ERP was replaced by
EAI, only to be supplanted by CRM as the hot topic on the way to
today’s favorite, SOA. However, while the quest to make enterprise
computing as seamless as the futuristic systems in Minority Report
continues, the trend toward services-orientation is on going. It is likely
to have many iterations, SOA being the latest; and it makes good
sense—from both an infrastructure and implementation point-of-view
and most importantly, because of its broad acceptance in the market.
SOA is big news although the public focus has primarily been on how
new technologies are paving the way for a services-oriented architec-
ture. I had to stumble across an article from 1995 that did more than
hint at the importance of “transactionalizing” mainframes to be
reminded that the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is not a new
concept. We only have to think back to CORBA and its promises.
Furthermore, participating in SOA is not a privilege afforded only to
new systems and applications. Enter: Legacy.

Organizations have been grappling with what to do with their legacy
systems for more than a decade—or at least since a prediction in the
early 1990s that the mainframe was dead. Well, in a manner that would

have amused Mark Twain, it seems the death of mainframe computing
has been greatly exaggerated. Not only are organizations still investing
in new mainframes, they are also taking advantage of technology that
removes the pain associated with mainframes in the first place. There
are a variety of ways to connect with, view and repurpose mainframe
applications and data—all of them more appealing than costly rip and
replace ventures, extensive code rewrites and risky extraction projects.

I would assert that melding legacy with the SOA is a critical step in
realizing larger goals across the enterprise, such as the move toward
consumer-centric computing. To provide fully flexible use of enter-
prise assets, those assets must be seamlessly available, in any fashion,
for any use. To attain this level of flexibility, applications, including
those on legacy platforms need to be made open and available. The first
and most important step is to transactionalize the mainframe or at least
the use of its applications, moving toward what I call a Services-
Oriented Host (SOH). After that, the logical next step everyone would
agree on is Web Services, right? Well, not necessarily. Pursuing services-
orientation is definitely the right strategy, but careful examination at
the application layer will help you choose the best way to expose the
contents of your mainframe. The best thing most enterprises can do is
to componentize or transactionalize their host applications. What the
enterprise should do next is worthy of discussion. In the coming para-
graphs I will explore the benefits of transactionalizing, discuss the
goals and benefits of SOH and present the case for thinking bigger than
Web Services as you pursue reusability. The important result is to
achieve the benefits of SOA without sacrificing the integrity of the
applications as they are built today.

TRANSACTIONALIZE—IS THAT EVEN A WORD?

While it may not appear in any reputable dictionary, transactionalize
is a word with very real connotations for the mainframe, where most
data resides in a monolithic form viewable in screens—the user inter-
face and code are woven together. The connection of user interactions
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with process logic hidden and wrapped by technologies no longer
taught in the mainstream of the industry has long limited reusability of
mainframe data. When we talk about “transactionalizing” the mainframe,
we mean achieving a state in which the logic is at least discreetly
available, and in the best case is self-contained with the interface
decoupled from the code itself. A simple word with a simple concept
behind it, though its impact if put into practice can make a mainframe
application as or more pliable, consumable and livable to a developer
as that on any platform. As you can imagine, this affords a tremendous
level of flexibility not typically associated with a legacy system.
Transactionalization is the first and most important step in exposing
legacy data for consumption by new applications and services. In
addition, it is not SOA specific. This is flexibility at the application
architecture level with the SOA or Web services decision becoming an
implementation option.

This first step of transactionalization can be realized through code
changes or it can be accomplished using a number of options currently
available in today’s market that specialize in parsing and wrapping
legacy applications for re-use at a component level. The direct code
modifications are the most elegant; this entails reworking the source
code, often COBOL, to extract the business or transaction logic from
any of the user interactions. For this method to be viable each trans-
action needs to be discreetly callable and it needs to be able to run
without user interactions. These typically show in code as statements,
which evaluate a keystroke condition to direct the transaction to the
next appropriate action. Correctly written code should have self-
contained UI procedures which in turn call self-contained transactions
that then return to the UI code as necessary. While this is acknowledged
as a good approach, it is beyond the cost constraints and resources
available for many corporations. Fortunately, there are many other
ways to achieve these benefits today. One only has to look for the class
of service(s) builder type of products to find they can parse and present
host applications as an interface independent process. This allows the
transactionalization of the host applications—leading to the next step
of service implantation: what technologies on which platforms? At this
stage, your host is at the minimum, a Service Oriented Host.

YOU KNOW WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT ASSUMPTIONS…

It is the assumptions coded into the applications about the platform
upon which they run that makes the implementation of SOA tricky.
SOA is fundamentally available to extend all or part of an application
beyond the platform where it resides. Aside from the fact that tech-
nologies such as COBOL and Web services (the latter serving as the
common assumption for enabling SOA), were invented a generation
apart, there are hidden complexities along the route to the useful
SOH. Because mainframes are full of procedural applications that
depend on a myriad of attributes that a mainframe has to offer, the
introduction of an SOA model with a different set of dependencies
puts a burden on these applications. For instance, many mainframe
applications expect a high level of transactional integrity and have
code to look for services on the platform to help them achieve the
level of integrity they need to account for (e.g., either/or statements).
Even if the application were transactionalized, this may not lessen the
need to account for resource locking and transactional controls that
are beyond the scope of today’s popular SOA technologies, included,
for instance, within Web services. If one were to blindly expose com-

ponents of a host application that had high resource controls coded
into it, a worst case scenario might be a loss of data integrity—or at
a minimum, long periods of locked resources. Renowned for resource
efficiency and transactional reliability, mainframes rely on an archi-
tecture that applies a synchronous control of resources—this is one of
the common assumptions in many mainframe applications. Web
Services operate under a completely different set of assumptions;
notable disparities include an asynchronous service set and lack of
transactional controls. Thus while a services approach has benefits,
Web Services are not the de facto road to realize the benefits of SOH.
Here is an example in which another approach would better serve the
move to services orientation:

Transfer of funds is a typical banking function that happens via
mainframes. The agreed upon protocol used to ensure transactional
integrity is based on two-phase commit. Mainframes can quickly ver-
ify the state of a transaction, and then commit or rollback depending
on the result of the distributed transaction. Say you are transferring
$100 to another account, or a credit card company is processing a
transaction. A transaction manager queries mainframe #1 and asks for
verification of $100 in account X. Simultaneously, mainframe #2 is
invoked to receive $100 in account Y. If both mainframes reply with a
commit to the transaction, then it is enrolled and the new state of the
accounts is X-$100 and Y+$100. If the two-phase commit fails, then
a rollback is affected and the state of both accounts remains
unchanged. The resources on both of these mainframes only remain
locked for the duration of the transaction and that period is finite
because it is synchronous and well controlled. The problem is this:
Web Services cannot perform a two-phase commit, is not well suited
to guarantee the timing of events and hence the duration those
resources needed to be withheld. Without timing or transactional con-
trols, resources can stay locked up indefinitely.

Fortunately, the solution is simple. If the mainframe applications
were transactionalized in a way that was not interface specific, then a
number of other technologies could be used to create a service out of
the mainframe application. The newly created service includes tech-
nology that offered a comparable set of attributes to those used on the
mainframe. For instance, in the preceding scenario, a Java Transaction
Server running on a J2EE Application Server platform could house the
service as an EJB and manage the interactions with full coordination
to the mainframe transaction coordinator. Alternately, using a .NET
client instead of Web Services would allow MTS to control the
resources. The moral is simply that there is no one approach that’s
going to meet the specific requirements of every mainframe applica-
tion you want to service-enable. Remember, transactionalize then
service enable.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SOH ALL THE WAY
TO SOA

In an application by application examination of mainframe con-
tents, the right approach could be applied to creating services and,
consequently, many of the limitations falsely applied to SOA would be
correctly attributed to Web Services. This is not to lambaste Web
Services, but to correct perceptions that it is the best way to engage
mainframe resources and address the misperception that SOA = Web
Services. Some of the considerations to take into account to assess the
best way create services from the mainframe include:
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� Where is the connection taking place?
� Connection layer?

� What is the connection architecture?
� What are the resource and timing requirements?
� Is synchronous processing required?
� Are there extended units of work?
� Does the application have reasonable downtimes?

CONCLUSION

A service orientation is definitely worth pursuing. As it pertains to
legacy assets, transactionalization and services enablement allow
tremendous benefits. IT struggles to keep up with growing requests
from lines of business and the subtle shift toward greater user
empowerment. Ironically, this change comes amidst more centraliza-
tion in management and security controls, so legacy participation in a
services-oriented architecture is a way to save vast quantities of time
and money. The approach just needs to align with the resource
requirements.  
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